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The emotional impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and ensuing social restrictions has been profound, with widespread negative
effects on mental health. We made use of the natural language processing and large-scale Twitter data to explore this in depth,
identifying emotions in COVID-19 news content and user reactions to it, and how these evolved over the course of the
pandemic. We focused on major UK news channels, constructing a dataset of COVID-related news tweets (tweets from news
organisations) and user comments made in response to these, covering Jan 2020 to April 2021. Natural language processing
was used to analyse topics and levels of anger, joy, optimism, and sadness. Overall, sadness was the most prevalent emotion in
the news tweets, but this was seen to decline over the timeframe under study. In contrast, amongst user tweets, anger was the
overall most prevalent emotion. Time epochs were defined according to the time course of the UK social restrictions, and
some interesting effects emerged regarding these. Further, correlation analysis revealed significant positive correlations between
the emotions in the news tweets and the emotions expressed amongst the user tweets made in response, across all channels
studied. Results provide unique insight onto how the dominant emotions present in UK news and user tweets evolved as the
pandemic unfolded. Correspondence between news and user tweet emotional content highlights the potential emotional effect
of online news on users and points to strategies to combat the negative mental health impact of the pandemic.

1. Introduction

The mental health impact of the coronavirus disease 2019
(COVID-19) pandemic has been profound: almost all sec-
tions of society have been adversely affected. The UK’s Cen-
tre for Mental Health predicts that an additional 20% of the
UK’s population will require mental health support due to
the pandemic [1]. There is consistent evidence that the pan-
demic has triggered widespread stress, anxiety, and depres-
sion [2]. The social restrictions imposed have been a
significant contributor to this, increasing loneliness levels

across much of the population, with consequences for men-
tal illness symptomatology [3]. In response, many people
came to rely even more on social media and online news
platforms to communicate and interact and access and share
information, accelerating prepandemic trends: UK adults
spent 15% more time online in 2020 compared to 2019 [4].
Evidence suggests that loneliness levels in young adults have
been particularly impacted by the pandemic, with loneliness
amongst young adults linked to a greater increase in both
their social media use and social support seeking [5]. Find-
ings such as this, as well as from studies prepandemic,
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suggest that social media and online news platforms can
impact users’ mental health and wellbeing [6]. Characteris-
ing the emotional content of media and user posts on social
media allows deeper insights into this. Although these chan-
nels could potentially be leveraged to benefit the health and
wellbeing of society as we begin to deal with the impact of
the pandemic, the complex relationship between online
media content and users’ emotional responses and wellbeing
needs to be better understood.

With the usage of social media and online news plat-
forms at record levels, it is crucial to develop this under-
standing. While potential benefits include an expansion of
social networks [7], better access to information, and a sup-
portive online community, for those facing difficulties [8],
significant risks and downsides have been identified. Studies
conducted during the pandemic have tended to focus on
social media use frequency, usually measured by self-report
in cross-sectional designs; higher usage has been linked to
higher stress levels [9], anxiety [10], and loneliness [11],
alongside a poorer quality of life [11] and wellbeing [12].
However, it is difficult to draw inferences regarding causality
from such data, and far fewer studies have investigated
online news content and the responses to these on social net-
works. This allows more objective insights into the emo-
tional impact on users, as well as general insights into the
overall emotional status of the population at particular
points in time, as the pandemic situation unfolded.

Previous work focusing on past disasters has identified
important effects of exposure to online news content on
mental health. In the Boston Marathon bombings of 2013,
those who viewed graphic images of the attack online were
subsequently at higher risk of showing posttraumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) symptoms [13, 14]. Likewise, longitudinal
work by Silver et al. [15] in a US sample (N = 2189) linked
higher exposure to media coverage of the 9/11 attacks with
increased stress and poor health across the 3 years after the
event [15]. However, the directionality is not clear-cut
Thompson et al. [16] found via surveys that those showing
symptoms of trauma after the Boston bombings, and after
the Pulse nightclub attacks of 2016, were more likely to view
media coverage of the event, which in turn exacerbated and
perpetuated their trauma. Nevertheless, studies such as these
point to the direct impact that online news consumption can
have in times of crisis. However, these studies relied on self-
report measures of both media exposure and mental health,
and these isolated events involved graphic and traumatic
imagery, and thus might not be very generalisable to pan-
demic situations. However, while not a single isolated inci-
dent like 9/11, the pandemic has had a wide and profound
global impact and has produced a stream of fear-inducing
news reports and content, particularly in the earlier stages
of the virus’ emergence and spread, and consistent with
these prior findings, emerging evidence points to a connec-
tion between online news consumption and mental health
during the pandemic. Based on self-reported survey
responses from a probability-based US sample (N = 10,606,
American Trends Panel, March 2020), Stainback et al. [17]
found that those who followed the news “very closely”
reported nearly 25% higher distress levels compared to those

who followed the news “fairly closely,” “not too closely,” or
“not at all closely”; similar cross-sectional studies that
focused specifically on online news consumption during
the pandemic have likewise found correlations with negative
affect, anxiety, and stress [18–20]. However, these studies,
relying on subjective data, have limitations including social
desirability and sampling bias, and larger sample sizes would
be helpful to infer effects across populations.

An alternative approach is to consider the content being
generated by online users and draw inferences from the
emotions expressed within it. A powerful method for doing
this is natural language processing (NLP) implemented
using machine learning models: this approach involves ana-
lysing large datasets of user comments by automated means,
to extract patterns and trends in emotions expressed. One
form of NLP is sentiment analysis and emotion recognition;
this measures the emotional polarity of the text, deriving
measures of negative and positive emotions, and levels of
specific emotions, expressed within it. Another useful ele-
ment of NLP is topic modelling which can classify text into
a set of preselected topics or themes; this allows inferences
regarding relationships between topics and emotional
responses evoked and user reactivity to certain topics. The
capacity of these tools to process data on a very large scale
allows for very well-powered and generalisable studies to
be conducted, although the ability to consider individual-
specific variables is limited since the characteristics of the
users providing the content are largely unknown.

Some studies have been published using NLP tools to
investigate user responses to the pandemic on Twitter
[21–33]; heightened emotions and high levels of negatively
coded sentiments were present in the first half of 2020, with
the economy, lockdowns, and health as prominent topics.
Other studies have tracked sentiment change over time,
finding an increase in negativity expressed as the pandemic
situation emerged, with increased stress, isolation, and anx-
iety being identified [27, 34–37], with a general increase in
individual user engagement with Twitter, as the pandemic
situation unfolded [37]. Emotion recognition alongside topic
classification can be used to identify specific emotions: Basile
et al. [38] analysed emotional reactions to events (via Red-
dit) between January and June 2020; fear was found to pre-
dominate across the threads, and negative sentiment
increased when national cases of COVID-19 increased, with
sentiment also being connected to governmental responses.
Likewise, Li et al. [39] found a correlation between stress
levels, estimated from Twitter data in major US cities, and
the number of local COVID cases. Low et al. [35] focused
on Reddit users in support groups, including groups for sui-
cide, schizophrenia, and depression, finding increased nega-
tive emotions, loneliness, and risky behaviour including
suicidal ideation during the pandemic compared to before.
With regard to user responses to online news during the
pandemic, Aslam et al. [40] analysed nearly 150000 news
headlines from the first half of 2020, across 25 global news
organisations, finding that 52% of headlines were negative
in polarity. However, Krawczyk et al. [41] looked at 26 mil-
lion news articles from the front pages of 172 major online
news sources across 11 countries between January and
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October 2020; their sentiment analysis revealed widely het-
erogeneous emotional polarity, and only 16% of COVID-
19 news articles were classified as highly negatively polar-
ized. Nevertheless, there is evidence that COVID-related
topics and themes show consistency across both online news
content and Twitter posts by users. de Melo and Figueiredo
[42] analysed nearly 20 thousand news media articles and
over a 1.5million tweets, from Brazil. Topics and themes
showed high correspondence between news media and
social media, pointing to a strong influence of online news
content on user postings.

Evidently, the use of NLP techniques to understand the
impact of the pandemic on user wellbeing and attitudes
has been fruitful, allowing large-scale inferences regarding
the emotional responses of populations, as the pandemic
continues to unfold. Some studies have also revealed useful
insight into emotional content within online media report-
ing. However, studies using emotion recognition techniques
have tended to focus on either user content or on news head-
lines, not the relationship between both. Although some
small, country-specific studies have been conducted (e.g.,
Tune et al. [43] examined users’ reactions to COVID-
related media coverage in Bangladesh in the initial wave of
the pandemic), there is limited literature around this, and
work focusing on this relationship is needed in order to bet-
ter understand the degree to which user sentiment is influ-
enced by online news consumption. Therefore, this study
analysed the emotions present in both online media content
and the associated user responses to this content, to investi-
gate how the emotions recognised in news tweets (tweets
from news organisations) interact with users’ emotions, in
the direct comments to these posts. Studies continue to
emerge covering the pandemic, and this study sets out to
enhance the understanding of the pandemic’s impact, focus-
ing on temporal patterns of emotions contained in online
news and the corresponding emotional responses from
users, between January 2020 and April 2021. We looked spe-
cifically at UK news sources, considering a range of outlets.
This allowed us to conduct analyses within particular time
epochs that mapped the time course of the COVID situation
in the UK, to investigate how online emotions and content
linked to the UK social restrictions and virus spread. Topic
modelling is helpful as it points to the key topics within
online content at a specific time point. For example, Kit
et al. [44] also focused on the UK and used topic modelling
to identify how key themes on Twitter (such as mask wear-
ing) tracked the public reaction to current events and gov-
ernment policy and found evidence of a relationship
between the volume of COVID-related tweets in specific
parts of the UK with the local death rates, producing what
they describe as a potential “early warning system” for track-
ing cases.

The studies discussed above demonstrate the ability of
NLP tools to provide valuable insights into population men-
tal health to characterise the impact of the pandemic both
over time and within specific user groups. Using large data-
sets of tweets from multiple major UK news outlets, and user
responses to these, we set out to draw inferences regarding
patterns of emotional content and prevailing topics in these

and the correspondence between user and news tweets. The
research questions under study were

(1) Characterise how the emotions present in UK media
postings, and user content, varied across 2020/2021,
considering key epochs reflecting the UK pandemic
situation and the UK’s response to it, with an
increase in negative affect (sadness and/or anger)
predicted

(2) To investigate the degree of correlation between
emotions (anger, joy, optimism, and sadness)
expressed in news organisation tweets and the tweets
made by users in response

Topic modelling was used to provide context regarding
the emotions present, regarding prevailing themes. Charac-
terising the emotional status of users could inform support
strategies for mental health, and by studying the relationship
between emotions present in users and online media con-
tent, will inform and provide better awareness of the news’s
impact on societal wellbeing.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Data Collection. We use data from Twitter, an online
microblogging and social networking site publicly available
and accessible to those with access to the Internet. Registered
Twitter users are able to post short messages called “tweets”
and interact with other users’ tweets by comments, replies,
and “likes.” Recent years have witnessed an increase in the
use of Twitter data to understand social phenomena, and it
has been shown to be an effective means of tracking the pub-
lic’s reaction to both large- and small-scale events [45].

The data used in this project is in the format of written
tweets collected using Snscrape API, an open-source web-
scraping library for social networks. This API allows
researchers to access public tweets via specific searches
(e.g., via keywords and location). All tweets collected are
shared publicly, and therefore, all users whose tweets are
included in the dataset have consented to this data being
accessible to the public via Twitter’s privacy policy (https://
twitter.com/en/privacy). No demographic information of
the individual user of each tweet was collected, only the con-
tent and location. Ethical approval was granted via the Uni-
versity of Surrey. The data is organised into news tweets
(posts by news organisations on their Twitter accounts)
and user tweets (Twitter users’ comments on these news
tweets, in the form of comments to the news threads). Data
used was a subset of that collected by a larger ongoing study
(by Global Affects, https://globalaffects.org/); here, data from
19 UK-based news is used (Table 1). Tweets were sourced
via the API from the preselected news channel tweets and
the replies to these tweets over the period from 1 January
2020 to 30 April 2021 using a set of keywords: wuhan, ncov
(abbreviation of Novel Corona Virus), coronavirus, covid,
sars-cov-2, pandemic, lockdown, quarantine, social distanc-
ing, wearing masks, vaccination, vaccine, outbreak, panic
buying, remote working, homeschooling.
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2.2. Data Cleaning. To clean the data, a set of exclusion cri-
teria was used. The following tweets were excluded: tweets
from private accounts, comments on comments (leaving
only direct comments to the news tweet), comments already
excluded by the platform or by the user themselves, tweets
that were not classified as English by Twitter, and tweets less
than 3 words long. A total of 2,868,260 tweets resulted:
174,696 news tweets and 2,693,563 user tweets; this meant
on average there were 15 comments per news tweet col-
lected. For the correlation analyses, we used data relating
to BBC News (UK), The Guardian, and the Daily Mail
Online only (1,114,466 user tweets total). The corpus of
tweets was then put through two NLP processes: (1) topic
modelling and (2) emotion recognition.

2.2.1. Topic Modelling. To identify topics being discussed in
tweets we used latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [46], an
unsupervised machine learning approach that finds latent
topics in unlabelled text data. We used the MALLET
(machine learning for language toolkit) [47] implementation
of LDA. It generates a probabilistic distribution of words
over latent topics, with each topic characterized by this dis-
tribution. LDA was chosen to identify topics because it is
an unsupervised approach that does not require annotated
data for training; also, it allows us to specify the number of
latent topics to look for and produces results that are easily
interpretable.

The input to an LDA model is a text corpus (tweets in
this case). Since raw tweets contain a lot of uninformative

word tokens (e.g., stopwords, punctuations, special charac-
ters, and numbers), they need to be processed before feeding
it to the LDA model. This was done by firstly applying a reg-
ular expression to keep words and spaces while removing
numbers and underscore symbols. Then, each news tweet
was converted into a list of tokens (i.e., a sequence of charac-
ters that is a useful semantic unit for processing) in the low-
ercase lemma format (i.e., the base or dictionary form of a
word), and the team then removed all tokens with length
equal to one. All tokens that start with the “@” symbol were
also removed, to avoid references to other Twitter accounts.
Words classified as geographical entities (i.e., countries, cit-
ies, and state names) using a named entity recognizer
(NER) were removed. This ensured that the tweets were
more reflective of different themes related to the COVID-
19 pandemic and not biased towards grouping together
tweets originating from similar geographical locations.
Lastly, tokens that occurred in less than 0.005% or more
than 33% of the documents were removed, so as not to allow
rare and highly common tokens to bias the topic modelling.

LDA requires the number of latent topics to be specified
beforehand. We used coherence, a proxy for topic quality, as
a proxy to identify the optimal number of latent topics in the
given tweets. Coherence is based on the distributional
hypothesis that words with similar meanings tend to cooc-
cur within similar contexts [48]. We experimented by vary-
ing the number of topics between 2 and 40 with steps of 3
and computed the coherence for each. 17 was found to be
the optimal number of topics for the dataset that yields a
coherence score of 0.51. These topics were manually merged
into 8 main topics/themes based on the similarity of the
topics with regard to COVID-19. Table 2 contains the topics
identified by LDA for our dataset and the corresponding
keywords.

2.2.2. Emotion Recognition. The RoBERTa model [49] was
selected as it is retrained on ~58M tweets to capture Twitter
language specifics and is fine-tuned for emotion recognition
on SemEval “Affects in Tweets” dataset [50]. The model is
evaluated on TweetEval [51], an evaluation benchmark for
Twitter-specific classification tasks, and achieved a state-of-
the-art performance of 79.8% macroaveraged F1-score on
the task of emotion recognition. A macroaveraged F1 score,
also referred to as macro-F1-score, is calculated based on the
arithmetic mean of all the per class F1 scores. This metric
treats all classes equally regardless of their support values [52].

Emotion recognition codes the data into different emo-
tions, providing a score to each emotion for each tweet col-
lected. This model effectively distinguishes between four
core emotions: joy, optimism, sadness, and anger. The
model generates a softmax score of between 0 and 1 for each
emotion, and this score was used to classify each tweet. Soft-
max is an exponential function that normalizes the output of
a model to a probability distribution over predicted classes.
We classified each tweet according to the emotion with the
highest softmax score, as long as this was above 0.50. Soft-
max scores also help identify instances that do not fall within
any of the four core emotions used: a tweet containing emo-
tions other than the ones our model can recognise usually

Table 1: UK news media organisations.

News organisation
Twitter account

Number of news
tweets in the dataset

Number of user
tweets in the dataset

BBC Breakfast 3536

BBC Breaking
News

324

BBC News (UK) 9507 751700

BBC News (World) 4257

BBC News NI 2114

BBC Newsnight 1390

BBC Radio 4 740

BBC Radio 4 Today 680

BBC Radio 5 Live 1531

BBC Scotland News 4855

Channel 4 News 2442

Daily Express 14527

Daily Mail Online 11871 119905

Metro 3550

The Guardian 23993 272861

The Independent 29308

The Mirror 33199

The Sun 15713

The Telegraph 11159

Note: full list of UK news channels used in analysis including their
corresponding frequencies within the news tweet dataset. User tweet
numbers for only the three selected channels for analysis are shown.
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Table 2: Topic classification: topics and keywords.

Topic number Topic theme Keywords

1 Cases and deaths

case, state, rise, death, report, infection, confirm, numb, increase, total, high,
recovery, govt, surge, record, daily, breaking, positive, number, active_case,
district, hour, spike, continue, death_toll, health_ministry, rate, fatality,
low, additional, jump, total_numb, today, reach, discharge, fresh, mark,
department_health, county, tally, include, bring_total, register, double,

past_hour, newsalert, drop, climb, live_updates, soar, recover,
record_high, relate_death, count, log, yesterday, fall, patient_recover,

worldwide, death_toll_rise, centre, hospitalization

2 Economic impact

plan, impact, work, crisis, business, government, hold, economy,
community, deal, hit, group, fund, global, support, cancel, demand,

offer, house, market, free, sign, company, launch, event, job, employee,
relief, industry, provide, seek, half, service, ongoing, cost, food,

postpone, cut, ensure, aid, expect, centre, push, cent, pay, budget,
big, effort, pass, sector, affect, delay, boost, urge, money, sale, price,

target, concern, bank, include, bill, stock, cover, power, quarter, spend,
firm, poor, massive, sell, protect, season, trade, drive, benefit,

growth, donate, set, financial, site, lawmaker, estimate, shock, initiative,
unveil, relief_bill, revenue, social, small_business, gain, economic_recovery,

apply, annual, lose_job, sabah, relief_package, fallout, programme,
festival, weigh, workplace, call, performance, scheme, proposal, month,
donation, file, global_economy, plant, stimulus_package, economist,
employer, judge, credit, assistance, inquiry, boom, mission, legal,

job_loss, world_bank

3 Educational impact

school, home, close, amid, open, student, child, return, pandemic, force, leave,
reopen, shut, online, send, stay, learn, safe, parent, kid, scare, shutdown, university,
miss, store, teacher, closure, education, summer, work_home, class, turn, bring,
finally, virtual, option, migrant, work, space, owner, college, fee, teach, children,

exam, reopen_school, safely, teen, girl, meal, mom, parents, remain_open

4 People stories

news, pandemic, die, face, people, post, man, change, family, write, woman,
life, contract, challenge, resident, share, year_old, make, person, opinion,
breaking, experience, reveal, big, age, good, happen, wrong, victim, future,
couple, long, kill, feel, infect, problem, diagnose, great, nurse_home, survive,

wife, lot, visit, hope, isolation, play, create, mother, cope, young, mental_health,
jail, stress, prison, love, real, son, history, care_home, moment, complication,
difficult, dozen, story, catch, film, daughter, bring, reportedly, opportunity,
husband, reality, inmate, look_like, father, era, year_old_man, new_normal,
mum, kind, baby, digital, leave, devastate, year_old_woman, decade, music,
home, bite, funeral, art, dad, overcome, pass_away, environment, perspective,

relative, song

5 Authorities and politics

response, update, live, late, american, official, watch, call, early, pm,
emergency, give, meet, president, province, today, nation, release, situation,

national, datum, video, lead, health_official, speak, team, accord, talk, claim, join,
month, question, crisis, watch_live, minister, declare, discuss, handle, news, fight,
white_house, tuesday, health_minister, leader, expect, detail, expert, relate, listen,
address, election, analysis, senior, special, governor, govt, policy, week, explain,

review, task_force, tomorrow, action, track, tonight, approach, friday,
union, public_health, administration, follow, answer, fail, federal, vaccine_rollout,
catch, begin, interview, head, outbreak, tv, model, states, win, political, guidance,
conversation, defend, publish, debate, thread, commission, answer_question,
trust, preparedness, failure, leadership, chief_medical_officer, episode, defeat,

praise, coming, criticism, statistic, opposition, headline, voter, projection, speech,
historic, government, climate_change

6 Preventative measures

Day, order, lockdown, country, travel, restriction, read, start, quarantine,
measure, disease, week, police, ease, city, issue, tier, level, area, social_distance, place,
announce, follow, rule, list, guideline, impose, add, end, protocol, lift, extend, mask,
boris_Johnson, begin, public, suspend, curb, government, month, passenger, protest,
flight, strict, wear_mask, christmas, ng, sunday, resume, anti, remain, nationwide,

train, break, ncov, decide, check, curfew, roque, period, hotel, complete, relax, holiday,
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gets a more homogeneous distribution of confidence scores
across the four emotions it can detect; when none of the
emotion softmax scores exceeds 0.50, we label such tweets
as being “undefined.”

As an example, the sentence “I hate the lockdown, it feels
so isolating.” gets scored: anger .230, sadness .746, joy .010,
and optimism .013. Since sadness has the highest softmax
score and it is above 0.50, we label this tweet as “sad.”

2.3. Analysis. To provide an overall picture of the topic prev-
alence and emotion levels over the timeframe under study,
the entire UK news tweet dataset was considered first (all
19 channels). This allowed us to depict the wider trends in
emotion and topic. Next, we focused on three specific chan-
nels: BBC News (UK), The Guardian, and the Daily Mail, to
formally investigate correlations between news tweets and
user tweets. The three channels were selected as they repre-
sented three major mainstream UK media channels with
large followings but with different audiences and political
leanings: according to a YouGov poll in 2017, The Guardian
was regarded as the most left-wing UK newspaper included
in the survey, and the Daily Mail was the most right-wing
[53]. The BBC is officially a politically neutral organisation.
Conducting the analyses on each channel separately not only
allowed us to infer channel-specific effects but also to check
for replicability across channels.

Effect of time. Similar to the methodology of Su et al.
[54], to create the time epochs for the analyses, time periods
were chosen according to the UK Government data on the
COVID “waves” of infections [55] and the corresponding

imposition/easing of social distancing measures. The four
time epochs were

(1) Early phase, before UK social distancing imposed:
Jan 2020–22nd March 2020

(2) 23 March 2020–30 May 2020: “Wave One,” social
distancing measures imposed

(3) 31 May 2020–6 September 2020: lower numbers of
cases, restrictions eased

(4) 7 September 2020–April 2021: “Wave Two,”
increased number of cases

Only the BBC News (UK) news tweet dataset and corre-
sponding user tweet datasets were used for this analysis, as
(a) it was the largest of all the media channel user datasets
and (b) the BBC is politically neutral.

3. Results and Discussion

Each tweet represented one unit of data in the study; each
tweet had multiple variables derived from it including date,
tweet content, topic, prevalent emotion, and emotion scores
for anger, joy, optimism, and sadness (ranging between 0
and 1, for each). News tweets were labelled with which orga-
nisation they were from, and user tweets were labelled
according to which news tweet they were commenting on.

3.1. Emotions and Topics in the News Tweets (Full Dataset).
The full news tweet dataset consisted of 174,696 individual

Table 2: Continued.

Topic number Topic theme Keywords

ahead, national, august, arrest, stage, set, require, tough, arrive, urge, enforce,
date, breach, street, monitor, extension, airport, limit, arrival, fine, plan, region,
need_know, quarantine_facility, advice, crowd, enhance_community_quarantine,

village, ban, johnson, affect, relaxation, airline, personnel, average, activity, decision,
violate, local government, phase, authority, pub, photos, tourism, mandatory, exercise

7 Virus spreading

Patient, test, outbreak, hospital, people, spread, health, find, warn, doctor, study,
virus, battle, variant, fear, treatment, result, wave, facility, symptom, treat, risk, care,

infect, chinese, medical, positive, europe, system, show, control, nurse, strain, staff, conduct,
deadly, chief, detect, stop, fight, identify, inside, research, grow, line, screen, cluster,

build, lab, expert, cure, researcher, scientist, admit, carry, prevent, body, expose, concern,
healthcare_worker, negative, worry, run, transmission, condition, contact, evidence,
world_health_organization, bed, wait, epidemic, shift, reduce, link, health_worker,
population, thecable, suspect, country, work, human, emerge, fire, test_result, lock,
officer, undergo, recover, test_kit, global, critical, ventilator, sample, panic, nhs,

asymptomatic, ncdc, doctors, develop, quickly, sick, antibody, wrong, rapid, winter,
ward, scientists, spark, describe, high_risk, lead, frontline, exposure, resurgence,
private_hospital, trace, expert_warn, duty, close_contact, epicentre, animal, army,
long, origin, overwhelm, caution, oxygen, claim, save_live, mutation, danger, ppe,

researchers, epicenter, intensive_care, hospitals, ability, palliative, infectious, gravitas,
dedicate, rapid_test, scam, equipment, transfer, fears

8 Vaccines and vaccination

Vaccine, dose, receive, astrazeneca, trial, supply, ready, jab, shoot, approve, pfizer,
roll, develope, effective, eu, development, vaccinate, shot, deliver, distribution,

race, delivery, covidvaccine, administer, volunteer, produce, distribute, approval,
johnson_amp_johnson, clinical_trial, rollout, vaccination, fda, moderna, manufacture,
russian, potential, sinovac, pfizer_biontech, vaccine_candidate, give, manufacturer,

experimental, shipment, covishield, procure

Note: example of keywords used by the NLP model to classify tweets into the 8 topics. The table does not include every keyword used by the model.
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tweets from 19 media channels across the UK, see Table 1
for the number of tweets per channel. The average news
tweet emotion scores were calculated across the period Jan-
uary 2020 to April 2021, see Figure 1.

Overall, 50.5% of news tweets were classified as sad,
14.4% as angry, 9.3% were optimistic, 5.9% were joyful,
and 19.9% of news tweets were labelled undefined. The aver-
age anger score across the news tweet data set was M = :235
(SD = :241), for joy M = :105 (SD = :182), optimism M =
:167 (SD = :197), and sadness M = :492 (SD = :303). Supple-
mentary Table 1 presents average emotion scores for each of
the news channels.

Table 3 shows the overall frequencies of each topic, and
Figure 2 depicts how the distribution of topics in the news
tweets changed over time. The most common topic was
“Virus Spreading” at 20.5%, and the least was “Vaccines
And Vaccination” at 4.4%, although the prevalence of “Vac-
cines And Vaccination” only became apparent from midway
through 2020.

The average emotion scores for each topic were then
examined, see Table 4 for the mean emotion scores, by topic.
The topic with the highest anger score was “Preventative
Measures” (M = :339, SD = :274). The topic with the highest
joy and optimism score was “Vaccines And Vaccination”
(M = :172, SD = :210 and M = :312, SD = :245, respectively).

The topic with the highest sadness score was “Cases and
Deaths,” (M = :633, SD = :264).

3.2. Correlation between News and User Emotions. To inves-
tigate whether the news tweet emotion levels were correlated
to the user tweet emotion levels, correlation analyses were car-
ried out. These analyses were conducted using news and user
tweets from three selected news channels: BBC News (UK),
the Daily Mail Online, and The Guardian. User tweets were
direct comments and replies to the news tweets. In total, the
user tweets consisted of 1,114,466 user tweets across the time-
frame under study (1 January 2020 to 30 April 2021). The
average emotion scores for every month for each chosen news
tweet were calculated. The same process was repeated for their
user comments, and then, a correlation matrix was created for
each of the three channels (see Tables 5–7). Spearman’s Rho
coefficients were used due to the data being nonparametric.
Figures 3–8 show emotion levels over time, by channel, for
news tweets (Figures 3, 5, and 7), and corresponding user
tweets (Figures 4, 6, and 8).

These highlight significant correlations between user
emotions and news emotions: significant positive correla-
tions emerged for all emotions and across all three channels.
Based on the test statistics (Tables 5–7), anger consistently
emerged as having the strongest correlation between user
and news tweets (compared to the other emotions studied)
across all three datasets (for anger: BBC News: rs = :14, p <
:001; The Guardian: rs = :19, p < :001; and the Daily Mail
Online: rs = :12, p < :001)

3.3. Changes in News and User Emotions across Specific Time
Epochs (BBC News (UK)).We then conducted statistical tests
to investigate changes in emotion level by epoch. Four key
epochs were distinguished, representing (1) Early phase
(before UK social distancing imposed), (2) Wave One
(spring 2020), (3) low cases/minimal restrictions (summer
2020), and (4) Wave Two (autumn 2020-spring 2021).
One-way ANOVA was conducted to identify differences in
news and user emotions between these four epochs, using
the BBC News (UK) tweets (news tweets and corresponding
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Figure 1: Monthly average emotion scores in the news tweets.

Table 3: Frequency of topics in news tweets.

Topic Counts Total %

Cases and Deaths 18890 10.8%

Economic Impact 30419 17.4%

Educational Impact 19308 11.1%

People Stories 11379 6.5%

Authorities and Politics 16643 9.5%

Preventative Measures 34408 19.7%

Virus Spreading 35900 20.5%

Vaccines and Vaccination 7749 4.4%

Note: table shows the distribution of each classified topic across the entire
news tweet dataset.
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user tweets) only (see Table 8 for the descriptive statistics per
emotion, by epoch).

For the news tweet dataset, the assumption of homoge-
neity of variance was violated, due to Levene’s test being sig-
nificant for all emotion categories. Therefore, Welch’s F
-statistics are reported. There was a main effect of epoch
for all emotion categories: anger: Fð3, 2797:24Þ = 14:91, p
< :001; joy: Fð3, 2744:49Þ = 15:55, p < :001; optimism: Fð3,
2702:71Þ = 71:34, p < :001; and sadness: Fð3, 2665:72Þ =
116:29, p < :001. Post hoc tests (Games-Howell due to
unequal variances) for each emotion showed changes
between each epoch with significant increases in anger
scores between epochs one and four (p < :001), epochs two
and four (p < :001), and epochs three and four (p < :001).
Joy levels increased between each epoch, with significant
increases between time epochs one and three (p < :01), one
and four (p < :001), two and four (p < :001), and epochs
three and four (p < :001). Optimism levels ended signifi-
cantly higher with significant increases in optimism between
epochs one and four (p < :001), two and four (p < :001), and
three and four (p < :001). Lastly, sadness levels decreased
across all epochs. Sadness significantly decreased between
epochs one and two (p < :01), one and three (p < :001), and
one and four (p < :001) and also between epochs two and
four (p < :001) and three and four (p < :001).

For the corresponding user tweet dataset, the assump-
tion of homogeneity of variance was also violated due to
Levene’s test being significant. Therefore, Welch’s F-statis-
tics are reported. As in the news tweets, there was a main
effect of epoch for all four mean emotion scores: anger: Fð
3, 141212:21Þ = 183:46, p < :001; joy: Fð3, 141110:97Þ =
66:50, p < :001; optimism: Fð3, 140558:84Þ = 12, p < :001;
and sadness: Fð3, 139859:6Þ = 216:47, p < :001. Post hoc
tests (Games-Howell) were then conducted. Similar to the
news tweets, anger levels increased throughout, with user
anger scores significantly increasing across the four epochs
(p < :001 for all pairwise comparisons). Joy levels were seen
to increase across the first 3 epochs and then decline: there
was a significant increase from epoch one versus two and
three (p < :001), followed by a significant decrease in joy
levels in epoch four, compared to both epochs two and three
(p < :001). On the other hand, optimism levels significantly
decreased in epochs two, three, and four compared to epoch
1 (p < :001 for all), but there was a significant increase in
optimism between epochs three and four (p < :01). However,
as in the news tweets, sadness levels decreased across the
epochs, with a significant decrease in sadness across the first
3 epochs (all p values < .001) and between epochs three and
four (p < :05).

4. Discussion

By leveraging NLP techniques, this study has provided a
large-scale picture of online emotional responses by Twitter
users, to COVID-related news. The aim was to characterise
how prevailing emotions evolved between the virus first
being publicised at the start of 2020 and April 2021. Topic
modelling was used to provide context to the findings. We
classified emotions within a large corpus of news tweets
from leading UK media channels, the user emotions in
response, and the correlations between the two. Finally,
focusing just on the largest dataset (BBC News UK), we con-
ducted analyses of effects between four specific time epochs,
chosen based on the timeline of social distancing and
“waves” of infections, between January 2020 and April 2021.

Consistent emotion patterns in the news and user tweets
across the different news channels were observed. Sadness
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Figure 2: Figure illustrating the average distribution of the 8 topics across all channels, over time. Distribution was calculated as a
percentage of all tweets per month.

Table 4: Average news tweet emotion scores per topic.

Topic Anger Joy Optimism Sadness

Cases and Deaths .174 .080 .112 .633

Economic Impact .230 .104 .182 .483

Educational Impact .217 .101 .142 .540

People Stories .139 .104 .135 .622

Authorities and Politics .266 .135 .204 .395

Preventative Measures .339 .103 .162 .395

Virus Spreading .204 .093 .164 .539

Vaccines and Vaccination .210 .172 .312 .299

Note: table showing mean emotion scores in news tweet dataset, across
entire period, for all news channels. Scores are emotion levels coded by
the NLP model, ranging 0 to 1.
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was the most prevalent emotion across channels and
throughout the time period under study. Analysing correla-
tions between news and user tweet emotions for three major
UK news sources (BBC News (UK), the Daily Mail Online,
and The Guardian) revealed significant correlations, across
all emotions and for all 3 sources. Regarding the effect of
time epoch, ANOVA results analysing the BBC News data
revealed significant effects of time epoch on emotion levels
for both news and user tweets. In the news tweets, anger
levels increased throughout the time epochs, and sadness
declined, although sadness remained the most prevalent
emotion in the news tweets throughout, with just over 50%

being classified as “sad”; this remained relatively consistent
despite the significant change in scores between time epochs.
Both joy and optimism levels increased across epochs. For
user tweets, anger followed the same pattern, significantly
increasing across time epochs. Likewise, sadness decreased
throughout. Unlike the news tweets, joy levels were seen to
increase across the first 3 epochs and then decline in epoch
4 (which represented Wave Two of infections). For opti-
mism, levels were significantly lower in epochs two, three,
and four compared to epoch 1 (p < :001 for all), but there
was a significant increase in optimism between epochs three
and four. This could potentially indicate that despite

Table 5: BBC News (UK) correlation matrix showing Spearman’s Rho coefficients between news and user emotion scores.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 News anger —

2 News joy -.20∗∗ —

3 News optimism -.12∗∗ .66∗∗ —

4 News sadness -.35∗∗ -.47∗∗ -.57∗∗ —

5 User anger .14∗∗ -.05∗∗ -.01∗∗ -.06∗∗ —

6 User Joy -.08∗∗ .09∗∗ .04∗∗ -.02∗∗ -.71∗∗ —

7 User optimism -.03∗∗ .04∗∗ .08∗∗ -.03 -.57∗∗ .6∗∗ —

8 User sadness -.09∗∗ -.02∗∗ -.02∗∗ .1∗∗ -.47∗∗ .12∗∗ .25∗∗ —

Note: scores are emotion levels coded by the NLP model from 0 to 1. Columns 1-8 represent the 8 categories labelled in the first column. ∗∗p < :001.

Table 6: The Guardian correlation matrix showing Spearman’s Rho coefficients between news and user emotion scores.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 News anger —

2 News Joy -.32∗∗ —

3 News optimism -.27∗∗ .67∗∗ —

4 News sadness -.37∗∗ -.33∗∗ -.43∗∗ —

5 User anger .19∗∗ -.06∗∗ -.03∗∗ -.09∗∗ —

6 User Joy -.12∗∗ .11∗∗ .06∗∗ .00 -.71∗∗ —

7 User optimism -.05∗∗ .05∗∗ .09∗∗ -.01∗∗ -.56∗∗ .58∗∗ —

8 User sadness -.11∗∗ -.01∗∗ -.01∗ .12∗∗ -.42∗∗ .07∗∗ .22∗∗ —

Note: scores are emotion levels coded by the NLP model from 0 to 1. Columns 1-8 represent the 8 categories labelled in the first column. ∗p < :01 and ∗∗p < :001.

Table 7: The Daily Mail Online correlation matrix showing Spearman’s Rho coefficients between news and user emotion scores.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

1 News anger —

2 News Joy -.28∗∗ —

3 News optimism -.22∗∗ .75∗∗ —

4 News sadness -.47∗∗ -.36∗∗ -.36∗∗ —

5 User anger .12∗∗ -.02∗∗ .004 -.07∗∗ —

6 User Joy -.04∗∗ .04∗∗ .04∗∗ -.03∗∗ -.71∗∗ —

7 User optimism -.03∗∗ .09∗∗ .09∗∗ -.006∗∗ -.54∗∗ .58∗∗ —

8 User sadness -.11∗∗ -.02∗∗ -.02∗∗ .15∗∗ -.44∗∗ .09∗∗ .24∗∗ —

Note: scores are emotion levels coded by the NLP model from 0 to 1. Columns 1-8 represent the 8 categories labelled in the first column. ∗∗p < :001.
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Figure 3: Chart showing monthly average emotion scores across the BBC News (UK) news tweets over time.
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Figure 4: Chart showing monthly average emotion scores across the BBC News (UK) user tweets over time. User tweets are reactions to the
BBC News (UK) news tweets shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 5: Chart showing monthly average emotion scores across The Guardian news tweets over time.
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infection rates increasing and lockdown measures being
reimposed (impacting levels of joy amongst the user tweets),
there was nevertheless growing optimism that vaccine roll-
out could combat the virus spread, going forward.

Previous research has identified correlations between
stress levels and local COVID infection rates [38, 39], with
those authors directly attributing this to news reporting.
Here, epochs represented key periods in terms of infections
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Figure 6: Chart showing monthly average emotion scores across The Guardian’s user tweets over time. User tweets are reactions to The
Guardian’s news tweets shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 7: Chart showing monthly average emotion scores across the Daily Mail Online news tweets over time.
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Figure 8: Chart showing monthly average emotion scores across the Daily Mail Online user tweets over time. User tweets are reactions to
the Daily Mail Online news tweets shown in Figure 7.
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and lockdown restrictions. The increasing anger levels over
time, observed in both the news and user tweets, is likely a
reflection of wider sociopolitical factors including frustration
with the lockdown measures and dissatisfaction with gov-
ernmental responses. The topic with the highest anger score
was “Preventative Measures,” supporting this. The strong
correlations between news and user tweets in terms of emo-
tional classification provide good evidence that news content
has been influencing user emotions. However, it should be
noted that the direction of causality cannot be inferred based
on these data alone. Overall, our prediction that there would
be an increase in negative affect was supported, with user
anger scores significantly increasing across the four epochs
(Table 8); this finding indicates a trend of worsening mental
health in terms of anger and stress across 2020/2021, in this
sample. However, only anger increased rather than both
anger and sadness: encouragingly, sadness was seen to
decrease across the epochs. Also, as noted above, there was
some indication that despite levels of joy decreasing as the
Wave Two of infections took hold, optimism increased. This
suggests reliance and a sense of hope that virus spread, and
associated mortality, could be curtailed. Topic modelling
supports this: the topic with the highest joy and optimism
score was “Vaccines and Vaccinations,” which was not
prominent in the news until the end of 2020, since this is
when the vaccine rollout began in the UK.

Emotions in the news channels selected were signifi-
cantly positively correlated to the equivalent emotions in
the user reactions. This supports the notion that emotional
content in the news triggers and/or exacerbates correspond-
ing emotional responses in users, suggesting that emotions
projected by news channels online are having an important
impact on users.

This study provides unique insight by virtue of its meth-
odology, whereby the user’s comments are analysed directly

in relation to the original news tweet it is a response to.
Findings thereby add detail to previous literature showing
that high levels of news consumption during the pandemic
are linked to increased levels of stress, anxiety, and depres-
sion symptoms [56]. Emotions in the news, such as sadness
and anger, are positively correlated with the user’s emotional
response to it and this could contribute to the higher stress
and depression observed in heavy media consumers; this is
particularly relevant during the time period under study,
where we found that sadness was the most prominent emo-
tion in the news tweets.

Work reviewing research into the phenomenon of “Dig-
ital Emotion Contagion” by Goldenberg and Gross [57]
highlighted how users’ emotions are influenced by the emo-
tions of content they are interacting with online, and that
these emotions spread across users as a result. Also, there
is evidence that this effect is actively encouraged by media
organisations in that they aim to generate content that gen-
erates intense user emotions [58]. Also, in terms of tweet
counts and sharing online during the pandemic, Nanath
and Joy [59] found that two of the topics most likely to
spread amongst users were mental health topics and content
with negative emotional impact. They also found that these
trends had changed as a result of the pandemic, highlighting
the dynamic nature of the online world and the unique
impact the pandemic has had on it. The current study adds
further insights, showing how topics and emotional patterns
have evolved over the time period under study, with corre-
spondence between news and user tweets, highlighting the
role of emotional contagion, and the impact of media news
reporting, on users’ emotions.

Figures 3–8 highlight the relationships between the
emotion levels in the news versus the emotion levels in the
corresponding user tweets. Despite the ANOVA tests reveal-
ing significant changes in emotion scores and both the news

Table 8: BBC news (UK) tweet and user tweet dataset descriptives, by epoch.

Emotion Epoch
BBC news tweets Corresponding user tweets

N Mean (SD) N Mean (SD)

Anger

1 670 .176 (.005) 34054 .487 (.002)

2 2463 .176 (.004) 184954 .507 (.0008)

3 1841 .184 (.004) 133330 .516 (.0009)

4 4533 .204 (.003) 399359 .524 (.0005)

Joy

1 670 .089 (.005) 34054 .117 (.001)

2 2463 .102 (.003) 184954 .127 (.0006)

3 1841 .109 (.004) 133330 .127 (.0007)

4 4533 .124 (.003) 399359 .120 (.0004)

Optimism

1 670 .154 (.007) 34054 .145 (.001)

2 2463 .171 (.004) 184954 .139 (.0005)

3 1841 .163 (.004) 133330 .138 (.0005)

4 4533 .226 (.003) 399359 .140 (.0003)

Sadness

1 670 .251(.010) 34054 .251 (.001)

2 2463 .285 (.006) 184954 .226 (.0006)

3 1841 .277 (.006) 133330 .219 (.0007)

4 4533 .291 (.004) 399359 .216 (.0004)
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and users following a pattern of increased anger and
decreased sadness, what remains consistent across all chan-
nels and throughout the whole period is that the news
showed high sadness levels (above all other emotions), and
in the user tweets, the prevailing emotion was anger. Thus,
it seems that news outlets might exaggerate negativity in
their headlines: historically, news organisations have
reported more negative news in print and on television in
order to attract readers [60]; evidence suggests that this pol-
icy also applies to online news reporting [58]. However, it
seems that from the data here, this has taken the form of a
bias towards sadness rather than anger in the context of
the pandemic, while user tweets have instead trended
towards anger in response. Theories of emotion highlight
the differences between anger and sadness regarding their
cognitive, physiological, and behavioural responses. Both
emotions would be classed as negative in affect, but evidence
points to them having different outcomes, with anger being
linked to increased physiological activity and a drive to over-
come obstacles and sadness being linked to reduced activity
and a focus on goal failure [61]. Anger has been linked to
dominance and control, which also impacts how a person
confronts risk, leading to more optimistic judgments [62,
63]. In a world of uncertainty, fear, risk, and a lack of con-
trol, it is understandable why people are perhaps more
inclined to express and share content involving anger rather
than sadness, as it is a more proactive response that counter-
acts feelings of helplessness. However, compared to sadness,
anger causes a heightened physiological stress response, acti-
vating the autonomic nervous system and triggering
increases in blood pressure and heart rate [64]. Chronic
stress and anger have a range of negative consequences for
health, Yaribeygi et al. [65] highlight effects across the car-
diovascular, gastrointestinal, and endocrine systems, brain,
and immune system functioning. This shows the negative
effects of prevailing anger could be having on users. To man-
age this risk, strategies could include targeted messaging on
media platforms to protect the wellbeing of users. For exam-
ple, reminding users to take time away from the screen, or
the importance of self-care and techniques to manage stress
could be helpful.

We identified consistently high anger levels amongst UK
Twitter users over the time period studied, and this is in line
with some previous work. Li et al. [39] analysed the affective
trajectories of users based on Twitter and Weibo data from
Jan to May 2020. Their results showed that in China, anger
intensity first went up steeply at the initial stage of the out-
break and then had another sharp increase around February
8th: this peak was attributed to the death of Wenliang Li, the
ophthalmologist who issued the warnings about the virus.
The intensity of anger then gradually decreased, with no fur-
ther spikes. In the USA, their data showed that anger levels
were low initially but showed a rapid rise from the beginning
of March 2020; analyses suggested that the topics of
“Trump,” “lockdown,” and “government” were the key trig-
gers for this. Basile et al. [38] studied emotional content in
Reddit posts amongst users from 5 European countries,
and New York City, for the period Jan to June 2020. They
found that the UK showed high levels of anger compared

to the other European countries, supporting our findings,
noting that expression of anger in both the UK and New
York City was the highest amongst the countries included,
with values increasing across the time period under study.
They found a similar pattern for fear. Moreover, there was
a decrease in trust over the time period, and levels of trust
were the lowest amongst all the considered countries. Thus,
they argue that because both UK and NYC adopted quite a
late and initially soft approach to managing the pandemic,
the patterns of emotional responses from users in these loca-
tions reflect anger directed towards the late response of their
governments, to the crisis. As discussed above, emotion con-
tagion amongst users [57], and the ways that online news
perpetuates and exacerbates distress and worry [16], also
likely contributes to the pattern of findings identified here
and other comparable studies.

This study has identified a lack of balance in the news
tweets regarding positive and negative affect. The news
channel content contained consistently high levels of sad-
ness, followed by anger, across the entire 16-month period
(Figure 1). Levels of joy and optimism remained very low.
Of course, during a global health crisis, perhaps these emo-
tion levels reflect the stark reality, and it would be unlikely
that the news could have reported the pandemic-related
events without sadness and anger prevailing. However, in
the UK, the vaccine rollout began at the very end of 2020,
which perhaps underlies the significant increases in user
optimism seen in the last time epoch. In the news, joy and
optimism levels did increase across the epochs; nevertheless,
sadness remained far more prominent. Based on the correla-
tion analyses, we provide further evidence around how neg-
ative emotional news channel content links to emotions
expressed by users in response. With increasing numbers
of people using platforms like Twitter to join the online
community and to access the news (a trend exacerbated by
pandemic-related social restrictions), awareness of how
media organisations impact user emotions and mental
health is important; follow-up longitudinal work is necessary
to ascertain causality behind the correlations identified here
and study longer-term effects. Further work is also needed to
generalise findings to other countries. Here, user tweets were
assumed to reflect UK sentiment due to being comments on
UK news; however, we did not collect personal demographic
information on the users, so it is likely that a proportion of
the user comments were from individuals outside of the
UK. Also, while our model is effective at classifying core
emotions, follow-up work could take this further to focus
on mental health problems associated with sadness and
anger. This was seen in the work by Li et al. [39] where
the lexicon from the PHQ-9 was used to identify emotional
content indicating possible clinical depression. Earlier work
on the news and trauma, as outlined in the introduction,
found that victims of trauma are more likely to consume
the news, and this then perpetuates their trauma [16]. Thus,
it should be noted that the current findings around the user
comments might have been biased towards individuals more
negatively impacted by the pandemic, which then resulted in
more engagement with online news and stronger negative
sentiment expressed. On the other hand, a strength of this
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study is that we utilised a large corpus of user comments and
considered a range of major UK news outlets, enhancing
generalisability. In the UK, 54% of the online population
uses Twitter [4]: there are approximately 17 million Twitter
users in the UK, representing around a quarter of the UK
population. However, Mellon and Prosser [66] found that
Twitter users are not representative of the general UK pop-
ulation, in terms of age, political opinions, and education
levels; also, it should be noted that those who comment on
the posts of news organisations represent a specific subset
of Twitter users. Therefore, it is important to recognise that
despite analysing over one million user comments, these
might not represent the emotions of the general UK popula-
tion, but rather a specific subset.

News organisations during a time of crisis are central to
how we react, behave, feel, and understand the ever-
changing situation around us; they are an important part
of how society experiences, and responds to, a crisis. There-
fore, it is important to generate understanding and aware-
ness of how emotive language impacts the readership and
spreads through emotion contagion. Protecting the mental
health of users, particularly during a time of crisis where,
across all age ranges and populations, the prevalence of
mental health issues has increased [67], is a priority. This
study adds to the literature and is novel in that we show cor-
relations between emotions in news content and the emo-
tions in the direct comments made by users. It has
provided strong evidence of a relationship between the
two, across various major UK news channels, thus demon-
strating the impact of news reporting on how users feel in
response: thus, strategies that consider the content and con-
sumption of online news content by users could be useful for
protecting or improving the mental health of populations as
we move into the later phases of the pandemic. The study
furthers understanding around the timelines and corelation-
ships between news and user emotional content during
2020/2021, which is essential to encourage better practice
by users, news organisations, tech companies, and regulatory
bodies, to mitigate the potentially harmful consequences of
heavy online news consumption on societal wellbeing.
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